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CAN  
SMALLER BE  
STRONGER?

FREEspace is not an optimisation but rather a true  
innovation in terms of technology, function and design.  
Slimmer and more elaborate, yet also stronger!



FREEspace FORTE
Up to 15 kg for 600 mm 

front panel height

Front panel height 
range 350–650 mm

Also available with push  
to open function 



CAN  
STRONGER BE  
SIMPLER?

FREEspace simplifies installation!



FREEspace FORTE

Pre-assembled as normal:  
just ONE screw to fix inside unit

Tool-free assembly and 
dismantling of front panel

  
Positioning tabs

Just two screws to connect the front panel 
= fewer parts = quicker installation



CAN  
SIMPLER  
BE MORE  
PRECISE?

FREEspace optimises and speeds up adjustment.



FREEspace FORTE

Opening angle limiter:
90 ° or 107 ° opening

Innovative decentralised  
front panel adjustment

Adjustment direction is  
undistorted and clear to see = quicker 

adjustment at the first attempt



CAN MORE 
PRECISE BE  
EFFICIENT?

FREEspace covers the weight spectrum available on the market  
with just two series - making it more economical.



FREEspace FORTE

No additional cover caps; 
very low volume

Simplified logistics 
and storage

Reduced  
installation time

Force setting accessible from front, 
readable, self-explanatory



CAN  
EFFICIENT  
BE MORE  
BEAUTIFUL?

FREEspace is not another „grey box“,  
but a new, design lifter generation.



FREEspace FORTE
Reinforced front connection

Slim thanks to integration of 
the spring into the lever arm

Minimal space required 
inside cabinet

No additional 
concealment 

necessary



CAN MORE  
BEAUTIFUL BE  
RELIABLE?

Reliable, durable and high-performance – Kesseböhmer  
products have always stood for excellent quality. A reputation  
that the LGA has reconfirmed in demanding test processes –  
with the „LGA Quality Certificate“ for FREEspace



FREEspace FORTE

Highly stable:  
glass fibre  

reinforced plastic

Resistant: specially  
hardened metal  

components



Colour selection: White/nickel plated

Colour selection: Grey/nickel plated



Colour selection: Anthracite/nickel plated

Colour selection: Black/nickel plated



S M A L L E R 
S T R O N G E R 
S I M P L E R 
MORE PRECISE 
MORE EFFICIENT 
MORE BEAUTIFUL 
MORE RELIABLE 



Attention to detail is the credo of the Kesseböhmer Group, based in Bad Essen 
for generations and still owner-managed today, which has made an international 
name for itself for innovative storage solutions and ergonomic technology.

Our core competence is metal processing, underpinned by high quality standards 
and experienced engineering. From the idea, through production to delivery:  
everything from one source. This is a major advantage for our customers because 
this is the only way for us to work quickly, reliably and on point.

Development and innovation are part of our everyday life, because even our  
traditional ways need progress. Always powerful and alert, we develop convincing 
solutions for today and tomorrow.



Kesseböhmer GmbH | Mindener Str. 208 | 49152 Bad Essen | Germany | Tel.: +49 (57 42) 46-0 | info@kesseboehmer.de | www.kesseboehmer.de

https://kbgo.to/fsp
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